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Cocaine-dependent (CD) subjects show evidence of attentional bias toward cocaine-related cues, and this measure of cue-reactivity is predictive of craving and relapse. In previous work, cue-reactivity and attentional bias have been assessed by models that present drug-relevant stimuli (e.g., cocaine-specific Stroop task) and measure physiological and behavioral reactivity (e.g., heart rate, reaction times). Studies have indicated competition between the higher-order cortical processes (frontal eye-fields, DLPFC) in voluntary eye control (i.e., anti-saccades) and more reflexive saccades driven by involuntary midbrain (superior colliculus) perceptual input (i.e., pro-saccades). In addition, neuroimaging studies in patients with cocaine dependence have shown activation in frontal regions during craving and intoxication, in which reaction time (RT) was used as a key index of cognitive and motivational processing. In the present project, we developed a novel attentional-bias task using eye-tracking based measurement of saccadic eye movements towards cocaine and neutral cues. We sought to further understand processes involved in attentional bias in CD users and voluntary/involuntary processes that modulate attention toward and away from drug cues. CD subjects and healthy controls were tested using eye-tracking technology to measure performance on
counterbalanced blocks of pro- and anti-saccade trials featuring cocaine and neutral stimuli (pictures). Dependent measures include error rates during pro-/anti-saccade trials as well as saccadic latencies. Analysis of the eye-tracking data in 81 completed subjects (46 CD, 35 control) indicate higher attentional bias in CD subjects as measured by anti-saccade errors (i.e., looking toward the stimulus), both across all stimuli (35% vs. 19% anti-saccade errors), and specifically in the presence of cocaine-related stimuli (41% vs. 20% anti-saccade errors). During pro-saccade trials, in the presence of cocaine cues the CD subjects displayed significantly faster reaction times (μ=347.07ms) than controls (μ=387.19ms), but no between-group differences were observed in the presence of neutral cues. The data demonstrate increased saliency and differential attentional to cocaine cues, providing a sensitive index of cue-reactivity – a strong predictor of relapse in addiction. This novel saccade-based measure of attentional bias is expected to provide a productive method by which to assess reactivity to drug cues, and eventually to screen for potential relapse prevention interventions.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
A. Clinical challenge: Cocaine Dependence

Cocaine abuse is a widespread problem throughout the world. Within the United States alone, more than 1.4 million people over the age of 12 are current users (National Household survey on Drug Abuse, 2011). Currently there are no FDA approved medications to treat cocaine dependence, however, due to the increased rates of dependence, efforts are being made to develop and implement effective treatment programs for these individuals. As with any drug addiction, there are many steps to achieving abstinence, and equally as imperative, maintaining abstinence and avoiding relapse, which presents a complicated challenge to treatment and research. The integration of behavioral interventions such as cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), which has proven to be effective in outpatient studies, alongside pharmacological approaches may be one of the most effective methods to increase abstinence and reduce relapse rates in cocaine-dependent individuals.

B. Neural circuitry of cocaine addiction

The pathological state of drug addiction is a chronic cyclic disorder, which has been characterized by three defining elements (1) a compulsion to obtain the drug (2) inability to control the amount of intake, and (3) negative emotional state or withdrawal when the drug is no longer accessible (Koob & Volkow, 2009). The acute reinforcing effects of cocaine depend on activation of the mesolimbic dopamine system (Koob, 1992). Evidence from early preclinical animal studies have elucidated key components of the brain’s
reward system, such as the medial forebrain bundle that connects the ventral tegmental area (VTA) to the basal forebrain (Olds and Milner, 1954). Furthermore, cocaine activates the release of dopamine in the nucleus accumbans (NA), a key substrate for drug reward, which has been thought to cause the initial action of drug reward, due to circuitry involving the limbic system, frontal cortex, amygdala, and hippocampus (Figure 1.1) (Koob & Volkow, 2009).

Figure 1.1: Projections of dopamine from the VTA to the NA, and projections from the substantia nigra to the dorsal striatum (Hyman SE, Malenka RC, Nestler EJ (2006) Neural Mechanisms of Addiction: The role of reward-related learning and memory. Annu Rev Neurosci 29:565-98; material may be used in thesis without addition permission as stated by Annual Reviews)
Drug seeking behavior is enhanced by natural rewards and/or drug-associated stimuli, a process termed incentive salience. Disruption of the underlying neural structures involved in this incentive salience contributes to escalating compulsion and leaves cocaine–dependent individuals more susceptible to relapse (Everitt et al., 2008, Koob & Volkow, 2009).

Through the use of multiple neuroimaging techniques, advances have been made in deciphering how cocaine use modifies brain function. Many subcortical and cortical structures are altered by cocaine abuse, leading to emotional responses to drug cues and neurobiological regulation of craving, a strong desire to consume a substance. The ventral striatum, including the VTA and NA, are the primary target sites of cocaine. These regions are rich with the monoamine neurotransmitter dopamine, and are key regions in reward motivated behavior and learning. Cocaine acts at the dopamine transporter by blocking the reuptake of dopamine into the presynaptic membrane, thereby flooding the synapse with dopamine and causing a state of acute euphoria (Figure 1.2) (Volkow et al., 1997).

The VTA is a small structure located in the midbrain where dopaminergic projections to cortical and limbic areas originate, making this structure a key component in addiction reward circuitry. Elevated activity in the VTA has been associated with the ‘rush’ after acute cocaine administration (Kufahl et al., 2005). The VTA sends afferent projections to the NA. After cocaine use, there is an increase in levels of synaptic dopamine in the NA, which facilitates the reinforcing effects and positive affect of cocaine seeking behavior (Hanlon &
Canterberry, 2012). The NA can be histologically divided into two regions: the shell and core. It is dopamine within the shell regions that appears to influence responses to rewarding stimuli (Ito et al., 2004).

Figure 1.2: Action of Cocaine: The dopamine reuptake transporter (DAT) on the presynaptic membrane is blocked by cocaine, thereby increase the amount of dopamine in the synapse (Hyman SE, Malenka RC, Nestler EJ (2006) Neural Mechanisms of Addiction: The role of reward-related learning and memory. Annu Rev Neurosci 29:565-98; material may be used in thesis without addition permission as stated by Annual Reviews)
The habitual drug-taking behavior of cocaine dependent individuals is associated with dorsal striatum activity, a major input of the basal ganglia, while the ventral striatum has been linked to motivation for drug seeking and reward (Hanlon and Canterberry, 2012). Studies have shown that initial motivation for acute cocaine use is mediated by the ventral striatum, and after 12 or more years of chronic use, this habituation to the drug is evident by the dysfunction seen in the dorsal striatum (Risinger et al., 2005; Hanlon et al., 2009).

Imaging studies have found that the caudate nucleus is active during cued craving for cocaine (Kilts et al. 2004). Increased activation in the caudate has been correlated with subjects who report a high rush rating (i.e. feeling the cocaine-induced euphoria after acute use) (Breiter et al., 1997). When cocaine users completed a stress test, which instructed them to imagine stressful scenarios while lying inside the scanner, the activation or Bold Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) signal was greater in the caudate for cocaine users than controls. Caudal activation during the stress test was also associated with increased craving for cocaine (Sinha et al., 2005).

Afferent and efferent connections through the thalamus are vital projections for many cortical and subcortical functions. Lower grey matter volume in the left thalamus has been reported for cocaine dependent individuals compared to controls (Sim et al., 2007). During acute administration of cocaine, neuroimaging data showed increased thalamic activity during the presentation of cocaine cues, which was also associated with the drug ‘high’ (Garavan et al., 2000), and a decreased BOLD signal during visual attention and
working memory tasks compared to non-drug using controls (Moeller et al, 2010).

In the interpretation of drug images and word cues that evoke cue-salience and reinforcement for cocaine-dependent individuals, the amygdala is a key region. This structure mediates attention and emotional responses to drug stimuli (Davis and Whalen, 2001). Studies have shown that cocaine-dependent individuals have a smaller amygdala volume relative to controls, as well as increased activation in this region during cue-elicited craving (Kufahl et al, 2005; Bonson 2002; Kilts et al., 2001). These findings complement earlier associations of drug craving with amygdala activity, and the possibility that this decreased volume makes the cocaine user more vulnerable to addiction.

Many structural and functional dysfunctions in cortical areas that project to the aforementioned subcortical regions are also disrupted after exposure to cocaine. Most notably, the prefrontal cortex (involved in top-down cognitive processes and emotion regulation) contains many segments such as the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), as well as the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), which may all contribute to the development and maintenance of cocaine addiction (Miller and Cohen, 2001).

The mPFC plays a significant role in cognitive deficits seen in cocaine dependent individuals. Gray matter volume of the mPFC of cocaine users is smaller relative to controls (Matuchik et al, 2003). Increased activation in this region has been found during completion of a cocaine Stroop task, which also
predicted relapse (Brewer et al, 2008). In addition, cue-induced craving, which is often a strong predictor of drug relapse, also elicits cortical activation of the mPFC (Garavan et al, 2000). Therefore, cocaine-induced impairment in the mPFC is likely to lead to higher instances of drug-cue salience and bias toward drug-related stimuli in the natural world.

The DLPFC plays a role in higher order cortical processes such as decision-making, reasoning, and inhibition. Cocaine use is related to decreased cortical thickness in the DLPFC relative to controls, which provides a mechanism by which these major processes are most often impaired in the cocaine using population (Bolla et al., 2003). Many studies have shown increased activation in this area when cocaine users are viewing cocaine stimuli, and during craving (Bonson, 2002; Maas, 1998; Kufhal, 2005). Cocaine use is related to higher attentional bias toward cocaine-related words, poor inhibitory control, and increased impulsivity, measures all correlated with impaired DLPFC function (Liu et al., 2011, Bolla, 2003)

The OFC is another key part of the mesolimbic dopamine system that plays a role in cocaine reinforcement and response inhibition. Dysfunction of the OFC has been associated with risky decision making (Krawczyk, 2002). Similar to the other regions in the frontal cortex, OFC gray matter volume is smaller in cocaine users compared to controls, and this decreased volume has been associated with longer use and higher compulsion to use cocaine (Matuchik et al., 2003; Franklin, 2002; Ersche et al., 2011). Increased activation in the OFC has been shown in cocaine users in the presence of cocaine-related
cues, and individuals who are able to reduce their craving while viewing these cues have a corresponding decrease in OFC activity (Wilson, 2004, Volkow et al., 2010).

Finally, the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) plays a primary role in inhibitory control, motivation, and the regulation of attention and emotion, such that dysfunction in this area due to cocaine abuse contributes to the cocaine user’s inability to control their craving for the drug (Bush, 2000). Gray matter density in the ACC is smaller in cocaine dependent individuals compared to controls (Matochik, 2003). Imaging studies have also found correlations with the cocaine high and the elevation in BOLD signal in the ACC (Risinger et al., 2005).

Collectively, this cortical and subcortical network plays a key role in the abnormal neural adaptations present in cocaine dependence. Dysfunctions in these regions provide insights into the mechanism of action of cocaine that may promote innovation and development of novel assays to establish reliable and sensitive evaluation of these deficits.

C. Attentional bias in substance dependence

The high rate of relapse following abstinence remains a major hurdle in addiction treatment efforts (O’Brien and Gardner, 2005). Presently, there are few effective methods of predicting treatment outcomes or preventing relapse in individuals addicted to cocaine. The majority of cocaine users who seek treatment inevitably relapse, and understanding the cognitive and physiological
factors underlying this failure in treatment remains a challenge (Vadhan et al., 2007). Individual differences in cognitive functions caused by cocaine use, such as decision-making and attentional processes provide important information. However, a full understanding of the biological and psychological mechanisms and their interaction remains incomplete. The literature indicates the influence of attentional bias in substance use relapse, which is defined as the tendency to orient gaze toward a salient stimulus (Franken et al., 2003, Kacanagh et al., 2004; Marlatt and Gordon, 1985; Robinson and Berridge, 1993). Studies also show attentional biases towards drug-related cues among substance users (Bauer and Cox, 1998; Ehrman et al., 2002; Franken et al., 2003; Rosse et al., 1997, Liu et al, 2011). However, there is little research examining attentional bias to drug-related cues with cocaine-dependent subjects. Drug users presented with drug-related stimuli typically produce classically conditioned responses that are both physiological and psychological in nature (O’Brien et al., 1998; Powell et al., 1990). Current literature regards craving as a key phenomenon contributing to the continuation of drug use in active users as well increases the chances of relapse in detoxified abusers (Everitt, 1997). An established method of assessing craving and cocaine abusers response to cocaine stimuli is with a cue-reactivity paradigm (Carter and Tiffany, 1999). This reactivity to and biased attention to salient stimuli is poorly inhibited/controlled and serves as a trigger for drug seeking. It is typically understood to be an automatic (involuntary) process following the association of drug use with conditioned cues (Posner and DiGirolamo, 1998). However,
selective attention experienced during attention bias paradigms can also be voluntary (top-down, controlled). A measure of attention may provide insight into cognitive processing of cocaine cues, and can include both reflexive (involuntary) and volitional processes (Franken, 2003). An approach to measuring cocaine attentional bias to investigate both involuntary and voluntary attentional processes contributing to cocaine attentional bias will be useful in advancing scientific knowledge and help to understand relapse.

High relapse rates during abstinence are often associated with stress, which is known to trigger a state of drug craving (Sinha et al, 2011), and many clinical studies suggest stress is a key factor contributing to relapse (Sinha, 2001). Recent studies examining stress and drug craving have shown that physiological stress responses induced in the laboratory may predict drug relapse (Back et al, 2010, Sinha et al, 2006). The relationship between stress exposure in the drug user’s environment and stress-related negative affect is also an indicator of relapse (Cooney et al, 2007; Epstein et al, 2009; Shiffman and Waters, 2004).

Clinical data have shown that obsessive behavior (e.g., obsessive cognitions and drug seeking behaviors related to cocaine) is a contributing factor to the development and maintenance of cocaine dependence (Jardin et al, 2011). Studies of obsessive foraging behavior among cocaine addicts found over 80% engaged in this obsessive behavior for over an hour while under the influence of cocaine (Rosse et al, 1993). We posit this behavior is also a contributing factor to relapse, and its relationship to cue-reactivity and
attentional bias merits further study. Stress and obsessive behavior serve as risk factors for both the initiation of substance use and relapse (Sinha, 2008), and therefore we expect to find positive correlations between these variables and cocaine attentional bias. These relationships will help validate the relationships among these known risk factors.

D. Attentional bias: Current measures and limitations

Several paradigms have been designed to measure attentional bias. Two of the most common in cocaine research are the Stroop and Visual Probe task. The Stroop task requires the participant to ignore the meaning of the presented word and name the ink color of the observed text, typically with a computerized button press (Wuhr and Waszak, 2003). The Visual Probe task is similar in that it requires a button press when a dot appears in the same location as a previously shown stimulus (Amin et al, 2004). These measures, however, have key limitations. Neither task lends well to repeated measures of data collection due to effects of habituation, reliance on reaction time differences, and performance improvements with repeated exposures to the task. In cocaine pharmacotherapies, the observation of pharmacological effects of treatment medications on cocaine cue-activity and attentional bias is valuable, however neither of the aforementioned tasks have shown sensitivity to drug effects. A saccade-based measure of attentional bias will allow for repeated measured with decreased likelihood of habituation or expectancy, and may serve as a sensitive measure of drug effects, due to the constrained CNS
circuitry that regulates saccadic processes, e.g., frontal eye fields, DLPFC and ACC, parietal cortex, basal ganglia, thalamus, superior colliculus, and cerebellum (Leigh, 1983).

E. Eye movements: Saccades

Due to the complex cognitive processes that attentional bias paradigms invoke, and their reliance on reaction differences as the primary dependent measure, a measure of reactivity to drug-cues that is less sensitive to disruptions from nuisance variables is warranted. The analysis of eye-movements, in particular saccadic eye movements, hold promise in this regard.

A saccade is a rapid motion of the pupil from one fixation point to another. Saccades are the fastest movement the body is able to produce, and are generated on the order of milliseconds, typically taking about 30-80ms to complete (Holmqvist et al. 2011). There are two main types of saccades: pro-saccades (reflexive) and anti-saccades (goal-directed or voluntary). Saccadic reaction times toward a visual stimulus presented in the visual field may range from 90-400ms, and typically the average is ~200ms (Westheimer, 1954). The most common reflexive response is to look toward a new or salient stimulus (pro-saccade). However, humans can be instructed to look in the opposite direction of a stimulus, which is known as an anti-saccade (Everling and Fischer, 1998). Correct execution of an anti-saccade requires two steps. First, the individual must suppress the reflexive response to attend to the stimulus (pro-saccade), and second make a voluntary visually guided saccade to the
opposite hemifield of the stimulus (anti-saccade) (Munoz and Everling, 2004). A fixation system without deficit will allow individuals to suppress a reflexive pro-saccade toward the stimulus, and give them enough time to generate a voluntary anti-saccade (Guitton et al 1985).

A typical anti-saccade gap paradigm begins with the presentation of a fixation point, which the subject is instructed to fixate on (Figure 1.3). The fixation point then disappears for a constant or jittered time period, which creates a temporal gap between fixation removal and stimulus presentation (gap paradigm). Then, a visual stimulus appears either to the left or the right in the periphery, and the subject has to suppress the pro-saccade, and generate the voluntary anti-saccade away from the stimulus. The pro-saccade task is presented exactly in the same manner, however, the instructions indicate to the subject to look at the stimulus. Typically the metric of most interest is the number of anti-saccade errors (incorrectly made pro-saccade toward the stimulus) as well as the latencies of both types of saccades (Hutton 2008). In the gap paradigm, many studies have found that pro-saccade latencies are reduced on gap trials, and removal of the fixation point in this paradigm allows for attention to be disengaged before the new stimulus appears (Fischer and Weber, 1992; Reuter-Lorenz et al., 1991; Fishcer and Breitmeyer, 1987). A gap paradigm was selected in the proposed study because it generates more anti-saccade errors than procedures that do not use a gap.
Figure 1.3: Schematic of gap anti-saccade task. PS = Pro-saccade. AS=Anti-saccade (Everling S, Fischer B (1998) The anti-saccade: a review of basic research and clinical studies. Neuropsychologia 36:885-99; permission 3371430490662, 4.17.14, Elsevier)
The cognitive basis for saccades and reasoning as to why saccadic eye movements have long latencies (~200ms) is due to proposed mechanistic time lag needed by the brain to determine not just where to look, but given all of the stimulating options a typical environment, determine if it is even worth looking in that direction at all (Carpenter, 1981; Carpenter, 2001). Another important component in eye movement studies is the state in which the eye remains still over a certain period of time, commonly known as fixation. This word is a slight misnomer, in that the eye is never completely still. While stationary, the eye has three distinct micro-movements that are typically studied in human neurology: tremor, micro-saccades, and drifts (Holmqvist et al., 2011). As the number of saccades made to evaluate the current visual field increase, less time is spent on fixations, or stable points needed to process the visual field. Therefore, these saccadic latencies serve as an index of decision time. This decision process involves many neuroanatomical and behavioral influences, including processing of which stimuli have the greatest salience (Hutton, 2008).

Saccadic eye movements are an excellent model to study the components of executive function, including attentional processing and response inhibition (Ploner et al., 2005). The brains’ ability to control behavior in a flexible manner, by either responding automatically to a stimulus or suppressing an automatic response in favor of further processing a stimulus are two notable features that are sensitively measured through eye-tracking. The most reliable method to record saccades is through automated eye-tracking,
where an infrared beam illuminates the eye and the resulting pupil and corneal reflection are used to estimate the point of gaze as well as reaction times of each generated saccade. Although it is possible to use pupil-only tracking, the information from the corneal reflection offers an additional point of reference to compensate for small head movements (Holmqvist et al, 2011).

F. Circuitry of saccadic eye-movements

An extensive list of studies utilizing behavioral tests, neuroimaging, animal neurophysiology, and lesion studies have identified several key brain areas that are involved in controlling saccadic eye movements and visual attention/fixation. The main structures involved in anti-saccade generation are the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), prefrontal cortex (PFC), basal ganglia (BG), frontal eye field (FEF), supplementary eye field (SEF), posterior parietal cortex (PPC), and superior colliculus (SC) (Figure 1.4) (Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 2003).

When a visual stimulus is presented, the information is first processed through the retino-geniculo-cortical pathway leading to the primary visual cortex (V1) (Figure 1.5) (Munoz and Everling, 2004). Likewise, there are concurrent projections from the retinotectal pathway to the superficial layers of the SC. Visual information is then relayed through several other visual/sensory areas before reaching structures that control motor movements, such as the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) in monkeys or the equivalent area in humans, the medial intraparietal sulcus of the PPC (Anderson, 1997; Grefkes and Fink 2005).
Figure 1.4: Structures involved in execution of a correct anti-saccade task. Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), frontal eye field (FEF), supplementary field (SEF), posterior parietal cortex (PPC), posterior eye filed (PEF), and superior colliculus (SC) (Pierrot-Deseilligny C, Müri RM, Ploner CJ, Gaymard B, Demeret S, Rivaud-Pechoux S (2003) Decisional role of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in ocular motor behaviour. Brain 126: 1460–1473; permission 3371430655113, 4.17.14, Oxford University Press)
Figure 1.5: Major structures involved in controlling saccadic eye movements from cortical inputs to subcortical outputs. Frontal eye field (FEF), supplementary field (SEF), dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC); lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), superior colliculus intermediate layers (SCi), superior colliculus superficial layers (SCs), lateral intraparietal area (LIP), caudate nucleus (CN), substantia nigra pars reticulate (SNpr), globus pallidus (GPe), subthalamic nucleus (STN) (Munoz DP, Everling S. (2004) Look away: the antisaccade task and the voluntary control of eye movement. Nat Rev Neurosci 5:218-28. Review; permission 3371421244824, 4.17.14, Nature Publishing Group)
The LIP/PPC then projects to the oculomotor areas in the frontal cortex, such as the DLPFC, FEF, and SEF as well as the intermediate layers of the SC (Pare and Wutz, 2001; Ferraina et al., 2002; Schall 1997). The DLPFC plays a role in executive function and suppression of automatic, reflexive saccades (Fuster, 1997; Guitton et al, 1985). The FEF is a vital structure for voluntary saccades and the SEF plays a more mediating role in the sequencing of saccades and decision-making (Coe et al 2002; Stuphorn et al, 2000, Sommer and Tehovnik, 1997). All of these oculomotor frontal cortical regions then project back to the SC, which completes a vital premotor circuit for saccadic generation (Everling and Munoz 2000; Shook et al, 1990; Selemon and Goldman, 1988). These frontal regions (DLPFC, FEF, SEF) also project to the basal ganglia, specifically the caudate nucleus (CN) (Hikosaka et al, 2000; Alexander et al 1986; Nakahara et al, 2001). GABA (γ-aminobutyric acid) neurons in the CN then either directly project to the substantia nigra pars reticulate (SNpr) or indirectly to the globus pallidus (GPe) and then on to the subthalamic nucleus (STN). The direct pathway passes through two inhibitory synapses which causes disinhibition of the SC and thalamus, while the indirect pathway leads to inhibition of these two areas (Alexander et al 1986, Hallett 1993).

Reflexive saccades (pro-saccades), which are made towards a visual stimulus that suddenly appears in the periphery, are mainly triggered by the posterior eye field in the PPC (Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 1991; Pierrot-Deseilligny et al, 2004). In order to generate a voluntary saccade (anti-
saccade), these reflexive saccades will need to be inhibited first by the frontal cortex (i.e. DLPFC), before the voluntary movement can be executed correctly.

Models have been development to interpret the variability in reaction times for saccadic eye movements, one of which is called the accumulator model (Carpenter 1981; Trappenberg et al, 2001; Hanes and Schall, 1996; Gold and Shadlen, 2000; Ratcliff et al, 2003). This model posits that in order to initiate a movement, there must be some accumulation of baseline neural activity until it exceeds a threshold, which will then execute the movement. Electrophysiological studies have shown evidence for both baseline and post-target influences on the rise of activity in the FEF and SC to trigger a movement, which account for some of the variability in saccadic reaction times (Hanes and Schall, 1996; Gold and Shadlen, 2000; Pare and Hanes, 2003; Everling et al, 1999). When completing an anti-saccade trial, there are two processes that are racing towards threshold (Hallett 1978). First, after the onset of the stimulus a process initiates the automatic response to the target (pro-saccade), and then second process is initiated in the opposite direction to execute a voluntary anti-saccade. In order for this task to be performed correctly, the initial automatic response to the target (pro-saccade) must be inhibited in order to allow time for the second voluntary anti-saccade process to reach threshold. Inhibition of the FEF and SC must be intact prior to the stimulus onset. This suppression is represented in the accumulator model by a reduction in baseline neural activity prior to the target appearance (Figure 1.6b, solid line) (Munoz and Everling, 2004). If this inhibition is weak or impaired,
then baseline pre-target activity will accumulate prematurely and trigger an anti-saccade error (reflexive pro-saccade) (Figure 1.6b, dashed line) (Munoz and Everling, 2004). The DLPFC, which is close in anatomical proximity to the FEF, also plays a strong role in the preparation of saccadic eye movements, particularly regarding the inhibition of unwanted reflexive pro-saccades during an anti-saccade task (Pierrot-Deseilligny et al, 2005). Experiments in primates have also confirmed that the DLPFC is involved in saccadic inhibition (Hasegawa et al, 2004).

Figure 1.6: Accumulator model displaying the accumulation of saccade neural activity during anti-saccade trials. (a) Anti-saccade trial displaying correct (solid line) and error (dashed line) responses. (b) Neural activation for correct and error response. Neural activity in the brain contralateral to the target must be inhibited, while activity ipsilateral to the target must accumulate to threshold in order to execute a correct anti-saccade (Munoz DP, Everling S. (2004) Look away: the anti-saccade task and the voluntary control of eye movement. Nat Rev Neurosci 5:218-28. Review; permission 3371421244824, 4.17.14, Nature Publishing Group)
Patients with focal cortical lesions provide valuable insight into the physiology of anti-saccade performance. Patients with lesions in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) have increased difficulty in the first step in the generation of the voluntary anti-saccade, which involves the initial suppression of the reflexive pro-saccade (step 1) before then making a visually guided voluntary saccade away from the stimulus (step 2) (Guitton et al., 1985; Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 1991; Pierrot-Deseilligny, 2003; Walker et al., 1998). The DLPFC provides vital top-down input to the FEF and SC in order to inhibit the reflexive pro-saccade (step 1). Without the input of the DLPFC, the brain is not able to inhibit saccade neurons in the FEF and SC during the anti-saccade trials, which result in higher anti-saccade errors (Munoz and Everling, 2004). Several human lesion studies have shown an increase in errors during the anti-saccade task after DLPFC lesions, but may reveal no change in errors following a FEF lesion (Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 1991; Ploner et al., 2005; Rivaud et al., 1994; Gaymard et al., 1999) – although the literature is somewhat equivocal on this topic. If the FEF is lesioned, suppression of the reflexive pro-saccade (step 1) remains intact, however, the ability to generate the voluntary anti-saccade (step 2) is now impaired (Gaymard et al., 1998; Davidson et al., 1999). The loss of neurons in the FEF due to the lesions effectively reduces neuronal input to the SC and prefrontal cortex. This lack of input increases the time that is typically needed to achieve saccadic threshold, and the time lag causes a latency or failure in initiation of the voluntary anti-saccade (Munoz and Everling, 2004).
G. Clinical utility of saccadic eye-movements

Neurologists have used eye-tracking and saccadic eye-movements as a diagnostic tool for many years, and it is rapidly becoming apparent that a myriad of neurological and psychiatric disorders are associated with a failed ability to inhibit saccades, or make a correct anti-saccade (Everling & Fischer, 1998). This perspective of looking at deficits in voluntary and reflexive oculomotor movements is best measured through the use of the anti-saccade task, due to the dependency of this task on the frontal cortex and basal ganglia structures (Everling & Fischer, 1998).

Disorders involving the basal ganglia such as Parkinson’s and Huntington’s disease have been evaluated with saccadic tasks. A notable deficit in Parkinson’s disease is that these patients have difficulty generating voluntary eye responses (Lezak, 1995). Patients with Parkinson’s have reportedly longer reaction times during correct anti-saccades trials, indicating the circuitry involved in executing this correct anti-saccade may activate more slowly in this patient population (Briand et al., 1999; Chan et al., 2005). The prosaccade results from these patients, however, indicate that their reflexive responses toward stimuli are faster than controls. The inhibitory control deficits marked by this disease are well illustrated through the anti-saccade task, and efforts to implement this as an early diagnosis tool have been proposed (Vidailhet et al., 1994; Nilsson et al., 2013). Patients mildly affected with Huntington’s disease have shown increased error rates during anti-saccade tasks as well, highlighting the detrimental effects of the disease on volitional
control and reflexive glances (Lasker et al., 1987). Evidence from these studies have posited that the frontal lobe and basal ganglia contribute to voluntary control (anti-saccade) more than to reflexive saccades (pro-saccade) (Lasker and Zee, 1997).

A large body of work has evaluated saccadic eye movements in schizophrenic patients, due to evidence that the frontal cortex is the primary region to source for the dysfunction of the disease (Levy, 1996; Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 1991). The majority of clinical studies on this population have reported greater error rates and longer reaction time latencies of anti-saccades for the schizophrenics compared to controls (Chementz et al., 1994; Fukushima et al., 1988; Fukushima et al., 1990; Rosse et al 1993; Sereno and Holzman, 1995). This behavior is very similar to patients with lesions in the prefrontal cortex, as evidenced by the differences found in the DLPFC when comparing the BOLD signal associated with anti-saccades between schizophrenics and controls (McDowell et al., 2002). Much like patients who have DLPFC lesions, schizophrenics may also have a handicapped ability to suppress the activity of saccade neurons in the SC and FEF during anti-saccade trials, as well as a reduced rate of activity accumulated that is needed to achieve threshold and successfully avert gaze away from the stimulus to produce the correct anti-saccade; the result is anti-saccade errors (Munoz and Everling, 2004).

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is a very common childhood disorder that is marked by a deficit in response inhibition (Barkley
Children with ADHD also display higher anti-saccade error rates compared to age-matched controls (Munoz et al., 1999). These individuals have difficulty executing the first step in an anti-saccade sequence, suppressing the initial reflexive pro-saccade when the stimulus appears (Munoz et al., 2003). It is postulated that the increase in anti-saccade errors is due to deficits in top-down control of saccade neurons in the FEF and SC (Munoz and Everling, 2004). Increased reaction time variability during a simple go/no-go task was also found in this population indicating possible intermittent attentional lapses contribute to this impairment in response preparation, as opposed to a global CNS attentional deficit (Vaurio et al, 2009).

Prior studies have used eye-tracking to perform visual attention tasks in some areas of substance abuse, including daily smokers, alcohol-dependent subjects, and cocaine dependence with obsessive compulsive disorder (Munafo et al 2011; Khan et al, 2003; Rosse et al 1994). The aforementioned studies are representative of the many psychiatric and neurodegenerative disease studies that advocate the utility of saccadic eye movements as a diagnostic measure of disrupted attentional and inhibitory processes. The anti-saccade task is an excellent measure of inhibitory control function and generation of voluntary movements, such that top-down inhibitory control is required to reduce baseline activity of saccade neurons prior to stimulus onset, and impairment of this inhibition will subsequently lead to increases in anti-saccade errors (Munoz and Everling, 2004). Due to the specificity of this test in measuring frontal/cortical dysfunction, the anti-saccade task may provide
further utility in substance abuse disorders, where a lack of inhibitory control and impaired voluntary movement are commonly reported deficits (Fillmore and Rush, 2002; Bechara, 2005). Although many studies have measured anti-saccade performance through eye tracking in other psychiatric and neurological patient populations, this method has never been implemented as a measure of cue-reactivity and attentional bias in cocaine-dependent subjects, which is the primary goal of the current project.

H. Neuroanatomical overlap between saccadic function & cocaine impairment

The DLPFC is vital for saccadic inhibition during the generation of an anti-saccade (Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 2005). Lesions to the DLPFC have shown an increase in anti-saccade errors, due to the inability to suppress the first step of anti-saccade generation when the target appears, the reflexive prosaccade. It has been widely reported that one of the main areas of impairment from cocaine use is the DLPFC, which contribute to impulsive behavior and inhibitory control deficits (Fillmore and Rush, 2002; Jasinska et al., 2014). Collectively, this DLPFC dysfunction is expected to cause an increase in error rates and latencies in reaction times during anti-saccade trials in cocaine-dependent subjects, as has been similarly reported in patients with other frontal deficit disorders (Chementz et al., 1994; Chan et al., 2005; Sereno and Holzman, 1995).
I. Hypothesis & Specific Aims

The results from the current project may inform risk for relapse, and help as a battery of tests that can be utilized to screen for intervention (e.g. pharmacological therapies). Ultimately we seek to correlate the resulting saccadic profile to drug cues with other key variables of addiction severity to understand behavioral profiles for individual patients.

Specific Aim 1: To evaluate anti-saccade error rates during presentation of cocaine and neutral stimuli to cocaine dependent subjects vs. controls.

Hypothesis 1: Error rates across anti-saccade trials will be greater in the cocaine-dependent group relative to controls across all stimuli (main effect of group, general inhibitory control deficit).

Hypothesis 2: Error rates during anti-saccade trials will be greater in the cocaine-dependent group for drug-related vs. neutral cues relative to controls (interaction effect, attentional bias toward cocaine cues).
Specific Aim 2: To evaluate reaction time distributions during presentation of cocaine and neutral stimuli to cocaine dependent subjects vs. controls.

Hypothesis 3: Reaction time distributions during pro-saccade trials will be significantly faster on drug vs. neutral cues in cocaine dependent subjects relative to controls.

Hypothesis 4: Reaction time distributions during anti-saccade trials will show longer RT latencies during cocaine cues in cocaine dependent subjects relative to controls.
CHAPTER 2: ANTI-SACCADE ERROR RATES AS PREDICTORS OF RELAPSE IN COCAINE-DEPENDENT SUBJECTS
Introduction

Most substance dependent treatments are focused on preventing patients from relapsing back into their drug of choice. Despite many pharmacological and behavioral efforts, over 50% of these individuals drop out from treatment programs and inevitably relapse (Hattenschwiler et al., 2000; Franken and Hendriks, 1999). Studies identifying key factors that predict relapse are of great use in the addiction field (McKay, 1999, Donovan, 1996). Particularly regarding cocaine abuse, many relapse predictors have been tested including craving, demographic factors, length of substance use, and baseline urine results (Poling et al., 2007). Use of more neurocognitive measures, however, may serve as more precise predictors of relapse than these subjective measures of self-report (Kosten et al, 2006). The literature indicates an important role of attentional bias in substance use relapse (Franken 2003, Kacanagh et al., 2004; Marlatt and Gordon, 1985; Robinson and Berridge, 1993).

Attentional bias is the tendency to avert gaze toward a drug related stimulus compared to a neutral stimulus, and it is a well-studied cognitive process in addiction research (Marhe et al., 2013). There are few studies, however, that explore drug-related attentional biases with cocaine-dependent subjects. Some theories suggest that attentional bias plays a key role in drug maintenance and craving, and is therefore associated with relapse (Field and Cox, 2008). An established method of assessing craving and cocaine abusers response to cocaine stimuli is with a cue-reactivity paradigm (Carter
and Tiffany, 1999). A widely use measure of attentional bias is the cocaine Stroop task (Cox et al., 2006; Wuhr and Waszak, 2003). These studies have found that cocaine dependent individuals display attentional bias toward cocaine related cues (Vadhan et al., 2007). More notably, other studies have reported that this attentional bias toward salient drug stimuli is predictive of relapse in cocaine use (Marhe et al., 2012; Carpenter et al., 2006). Attentional processing of salient stimuli is poorly controlled in cocaine-dependent subjects due to frontal cortical impairments, which makes the stimulus a trigger for drug seeking (Miller and Cohen 2001). Cocaine related stimuli have been shown to impair inhibitory control, a frontally controlled action, in cocaine dependent individuals (Pike et al., 2013). It is typically understood to be an automatic (involuntary) process following the association of drug use with conditioned cues (Posner and DiGirolamo, 1998). Selective attention experienced during attentional bias paradigms, however, can also be voluntary, and a measure of attention such as saccadic eye movements would provide more sensitive physiological insight into cognitive processing of bias toward cocaine cues, including both reflexive (involuntary) and volitional processes (Franken, 2003).

Saccades, a key response in the oculomotor system to sensory stimuli, are rapid eye movements that move from one fixation point to another. When presented with a stimulus, the most common response is to orient gaze toward a salient cue, which is defined as a pro-saccade. With further instruction, however, direction can be given to look in the opposite direction of
a stimulus, which is known as an anti-saccade (Everling and Fischer, 1998). In order to accurately execute an anti-saccade, two innate processes must be intact and functional. First, the individual must process the cue and cue location, then suppress a reflexive response to attend to the stimulus (pro-saccade), and finally make a voluntary saccade to the opposite hemifield of the stimulus (anti-saccade) (Munoz and Everling, 2004). This two-stage process, primarily mediated by the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and frontal eye fields (FEF), are vital for producing correct anti-saccades. The DLPFC is vital for inhibitory control, and FEF for voluntary movement (Guitton et al., 1985, Gaymard et al., 1998). Therefore impairments to these frontal areas cause difficulty in proper execution of this task resulting in anti-saccade errors (Hasegawa et al., 2004; Coe et al., 2002; Stuphorn et al., 2000).

Anti-saccade errors as a measure of neural deficits are prevalent in many areas of psychiatry and neurology. Inhibitory control deficits marked by Huntington’s disease are well illustrated through the anti-saccade task, and it has been suggested as an early diagnostic tool (Vidailhet et al., 1994; Nilsson et al., 2013). Patients mildly affected with Huntington’s have shown increased error rates during anti-saccade tasks, highlighting the detrimental effects of the disease on volitional control and reflexive eye movements (Lasker et al., 1987). Notably, many studies have investigated error rates in patients with schizophrenia, due to evidence that the frontal cortex is a key region in the disease (Levy, 1996; Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 1991). This population has well-established greater anti-saccade error rates compared to
age matched control subjects (Fukushima et al., 1990; Rosse et al., 1993; Sereno and Holzman, 1995). These anti-saccade error rates are similar to patients with lesions in DLPFC, suggesting that schizophrenics may also have impaired DLPFC inhibitory control, and therefore are unable to successfully avert gaze away from salient stimuli (Munoz and Everling, 2004).

It has been widely reported that one of the main areas of impairment from cocaine use is the DLPFC, which is related to impulsive behavior and inhibitory control deficits (Fillmore and Rush, 2002). Collectively, this DLPFC dysfunction is expected to cause an increase in error rates during anti-saccade trials in cocaine-dependent subjects, as has been similarly reported in patients with other frontal deficit disorders (Chementz et al., 1994; Chan et al., 2005; Sereno and Holzman, 1995). Taken together, this novel eye-tracking measurement of saccadic eye movements may provide further insight into attentional bias as a predictor of relapse in cocaine-dependent subjects, given that these cortical impairments are compromising voluntary control.

The goal of the present study is to develop a cocaine-specific attentional bias task using saccadic eye movement measurement. This analysis will focus on validating the following specific aim: To evaluate anti-saccade error rates during presentation of cocaine and neutral stimuli to cocaine dependent subjects vs. controls. Once validated, the task then may be used to evaluate new treatment interventions. Ultimately we seek to
correlate the resulting saccadic profile to drug cues with other key variables of addiction severity to understand behavioral profiles for each subject.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Subjects

This study was approved by the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects at the University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston. Subjects provided written consent for their participation and were fully informed of the nature of the research. The study enrolled male and females ages 18-60 years old, designated as either control subjects (n=41) or active cocaine-dependent subjects (n=46) that met current DSM-IV (SCID-1) criteria for cocaine dependence and reported using cocaine within the past 30 days [First, 1996]. Within the cocaine-dependent population, the majorities were African American (65%), male (85%), and employed at least part-time (91%). Within the control population, the majorities were African American (78%), male (51%), and employed (93%). Further demographics are shown in Table 2.1. The study was conducted at the University of Texas Health Science Center in Houston, where subjects were recruited through newspaper advertisements, flyers, public service announcements on television and radio, and notices mailed to local professionals. All subjects were urine tested for cocaine (benzoylcegonine), opiates, amphetamine, methamphetamine, benzodiazepines, and tetrahydrocannabinol using an E-Z split key cup II (Innovacon Company, San Diego, CA, USA) on each visit.
Eligible cocaine-dependent subjects had to submit at least one positive urine toxicology screen for the cocaine metabolite benzoylecgonine (BE) > 300ng/mL during the two day screening period. Subjects who were currently dependent on any psychoactive substance other than cocaine or nicotine were excluded. Further exclusionary criteria included current or past medical disorders affecting the central nervous system, and any Axis I disorders other than substance abuse or dependence. Chronic marijuana smokers, defined as smoking marijuana ≥ 10 times in past 30 days [Lindsay, 2009], were excluded to eliminate the potentially confounding role of heavy cannabis on cognitive performance [Lundqvist, 2005]. Cocaine-dependent subjects included both non-treatment-seekers as well as treatment seekers. The treatment seekers were tested on a baseline intake day, prior to the initiation of any intervention (e.g., medication or cognitive-behavioral therapy). Control subjects had urine-negative drug screens, no current or past DSM-IV axis I disorders (including substance dependence), and no medical disorder affecting the central nervous system. All subjects (cocaine and control) were free of alcohol at the time of testing as determined by a Breathalyzer test (Intoximeters, Inc., St. Louis, MO, USA). Female subjects were excluded if results from a urine pregnancy test were positive, however, no cases occurred during the study.

A total of nineteen subjects were excluded from the data analyses (7 cocaine; 12 controls): 16 because the eye tracker was unable to detect and/or consistently lock onto the subjects’ pupil, and three due to an excessive
number of saccade errors (>80%), which indicated lack of motivation, inability to perform the task correctly, lack of instructional control, or some combination thereof. Two of these exclusions were further validated by the presence of low Shipley WAIS equivalent (IQ) scores below 80.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2.1 Demographics: All results are means (std. deviations)</th>
<th>Cocaine Dependent</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p&lt;0.05*, p&lt;0.01**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age**</td>
<td>46.3 (8.4)</td>
<td>40.0 (11.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender N (%Male)**</td>
<td>39 (84.8)</td>
<td>21 (51.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (% College or Above)**</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipley*</td>
<td>87.4 (13.6)</td>
<td>94.2 (15.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Smokers</td>
<td>76.1</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarettes (days smoked/wk)**</td>
<td>6.6 (1.5)</td>
<td>1.3 (2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol (days/week)**</td>
<td>3.4 (3.8)</td>
<td>1.6 (1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marijuana (days smoked/wk)**</td>
<td>3.9 (3.1)</td>
<td>0.9 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Eye-Tracking Cocaine Attentional Bias Task

Each subject was tested using eye-tracking technology (MiraMetrix S2 Eyetracker, Vancouver, BC, 16ms eye reacquisition, 60Hz data rate) to measure performance on blocks of pro-saccade (look at stimulus) and anti-saccade (look away from stimulus) trials. The structure of the task began with a nine-point calibration procedure that was performed to map the eye-fixation position of each subject to designated screen coordinates. The calibration was considered valid if the maximum spatial error was less than 1 degree and the average error was less than 0.5 degrees.
Subjects began with a brief training session (16 pro-, 16 anti-saccade trials), in which the image shown was a textured grey box. The instructions were summarized on the screen explicitly, stating whether the subject was to look at or away from the image. Following training, the experimental session began. Each trial had the following structure: (1) orienting stimulus (cross hair; jittered 300-400ms to avoid anticipation effects); (2) cue = one of 6 unique cocaine images, 6 unique neutral images, or 6 neutral (gray) images, counterbalanced either to the left or right; (3) image cue removed from screen after 800ms; (4) followed by an intertrial interval (1600ms). For the pro-saccade trials, the subject was instructed to look at the image. Conversely for the anti-saccade trails the subject was told to look away from the image and fixate on the blank screen on the opposite side (Figure 2.1). On test days (e.g., 1 session), four counterbalanced blocks (2 pro-, 2 anti-saccade) were administered per session in a latin-square design, with 36 pro- and 36 anti-saccade trials in each. Cocaine-related images were matched as closely as possible to neutral images on visual characteristics such as color, background, and complexity. Each of the images (250 x 188 pixels) was presented on a 304 x 378mm screen, either 7° to the left or right of the centered fixation cross. Each session of this task lasted 8-10 min. Trials interrupted with blinks (which render accurate measurement invalid) were captured, aborted, and then the trial was reinserted at the end of the test block. Thus each subject completed the same number of valid trials and no data were lost due to blinks (Patel et al., 2011).
Figure 2.1: Eye-tracking anti-saccade task. The subject must attend away from the stimulus, to the opposite blank hemifield. (Pro-saccade task is identical, except the subject must look toward the stimuli)

Dependent Measures

This eye-tracking task captured two important indices: (1) pro- and anti-saccade errors (the latter defined as failure to inhibit a reflexive saccade towards the image and look in the opposite hemi-field), and (2) saccadic response times and latencies (the time it takes for the subject to break fixation and complete the appropriate saccade [pro- or anti-] after stimulus presentation). In order to keep the scope and focus of the report concise, only error rates will be reported in this chapter. Additionally, prior to beginning the attentional bias task, all subjects were given three
questionnaires to assess obsessive-compulsive behavior related to drug use, stress, and cocaine craving.

The Obsessive-Compulsive Cocaine Scale (OCCS) [Jardin, 2011; Vorspan, 2012] is a 14-item scale developed based on the Obsessive-Compulsive Drinking Scale, which focuses on separation and measurement of both obsessive and compulsive aspects of cocaine use. The present analyses focused on the obsessive factor score, as it has shown better predictive power related to cocaine use severity [Vorspan, 2012]. The Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) [Cohen, 1983; Cohen 1988] is 10-item scale widely used in health studies, developed to measure the degree to which individuals appraise their life as stressful. The scale has a 5-point Likert-type response format. The Visual Analogue Scale - Cocaine Craving (VAS-CC) is a brief 3-item instrument in which subjects mark a point on a 100 mm line to indicate NOT AT ALL or VERY MUCH to three cocaine-related questions: Right now, how much are you craving cocaine?, Over the last week on average how much have you been craving cocaine?, Over the last week how much did you crave cocaine when your craving was at its worst? [Sayette 2000]. The OCCS and VAS-CC was given to cocaine-using subjects only. All subjects completed the PSS.

2.3 Statistical Analyses

The following hypotheses were tested: (1) Error rates across antisaccade trials will be greater in the cocaine-dependent group relative to
controls across all stimuli (2) Error rates during anti-saccade trials will be greater within the cocaine-dependent group on drug vs. neutral stimuli (interaction) (3) Error rates during anti-saccade trials will be greater in the cocaine-dependent group vs. the controls group, specifically in the presence of cocaine stimuli (interaction).

Initial linear effects mixed models using the R 'lmer' package examined the effects of group (cocaine-dependent, control), stimulus type (cocaine, neutral, shape), and the group x stimulus type interaction. Separate models were run for pro-saccade and anti-saccade error rates, as the direct comparison of the two trial types was not of interest in this study and has already been well-established in many disease models (Patel et al., 2012; Bowling et al., 2012; Hutton et al., 2002; Reuter et al., 2007).

The cocaine group was older than the control group, t (85) = 2.95, p < .01. This age difference is pervasive in studies of inner-city cocaine users, which are generally between 40 and 55 years old (Moeller, 2010, Haile, 2012, Kampman, 2013). Healthy control subjects in this age range without pathology are overwhelming employed and unable or unwilling to participate in research studies conducted during working hours. However, anti-saccade error rates increase with age (Shafiq-Antonacci, 1999). Thus the statistical models included age to control for the age difference between groups.

Initial demographic comparisons indicated that the two groups were different on age, education, and gender. Therefore, these three variables were examined as potential confounders, which are marked by the difference
between groups and a correlation of the confounder with the dependent variable (error rates) (Pocock et al., 2002). Pearson correlations indicated that only age was significantly correlated with anti-saccade error rates, and it was therefore the only confounder in the dataset. Therefore, age was included as a covariate in the statistical model, and the results indicated a significant difference in ages between the groups. The residuals from the initial linear model were examined for violations, with the Satterthwait approximation for degrees of freedom, of underlying assumptions that posed threats to stability and reliability, e.g., non-normality, heteroskedasticity, collinearity, and leverage. Any violations of normality of residuals were identified via Welch-Satterthwaite approximation, however, no violations were observed in this dataset. Post-hoc testing of significant main effects or interactions utilized testing of least-squared means using the R ‘difflsmeans’ command in order to establish factor-specific differences between and within groups, in which age was held constant. All post-hoc test outcomes were FDR corrected for multiple comparisons.

2.4 Heat Maps

Heat maps were designed as an additional visual tool to confirm the results found in Aim 1, and to more closely determined where subjects' gaze was directed on anti-saccade errors (e.g., at the drug stimulus, or elsewhere on the screen). Attentional allocation was examined in finer resolution by generating heat maps of eye positions in which raw XY eye coordinates were
calculated for each subject on anti-saccade trials with cocaine stimuli and anti-saccade trials with neutral stimuli. Separate heat maps were constructed for trials in which the stimulus appeared on the left and right side of the screen. All XY eye positions in which the subject’s eyes were fixated on the crosshair in the middle of the screen (trial initiation) were removed from the dataset, e.g., all XY data points between 0.4 and 0.6 of the monitor screen were filtered out. After removing fixation data points, when combining all subjects within a group (control, cocaine) the datasets comprised over $10^6$ data points in each group. The resulting heat maps were very dense and rich in eye movement patterns, however for some stimuli the differences were indistinguishable without multiple layers of filtering. Subsequently, the eye-movement data from all subjects in each group (cocaine and control) were collapsed together specifically for the cocaine-cue anti-saccade trials and shown in Figure 2.4.

2.5 Questionnaires

Correlational analyses were conducted between total anti-saccade errors across all stimuli and the PSS score, as well as between anti-saccade cocaine stimuli and the PSS score. The OCCS and VAS-CC were only conducted in the cocaine-dependent group. Specifically, pair-wise correlations were conducted between OCCS score and a difference score \{(neutral + shape cue anti-saccade errors / 2) – cocaine cue anti-saccade errors\} as well as between the VAS-CC and the difference score. Pro-
saccade error rate correlations were conducted in the same manner. The purpose of these correlations was to examine the possibly that cocaine-specific error rates were related to cocaine use, cocaine craving, or stress.

3. Results

3.1 Demographics

Shown in Table 2.1, cocaine-dependent subjects were older than controls (46.3 ± 8.4 vs. 40.0 ± 11.3 years, \(t(85) = 2.95, p < .01\)), differed in gender distribution compared with controls (85% male cocaine-dependent vs. 51% male controls, \(X^2(1) = 11.41, p < 0.00\)), and had a lower educational level (12.1 ± 1.8 years for cocaine-dependent vs. 14.2 ± 2.3 years for controls, \(t(77) = 4.47, p < 0.00\)). All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and none were color-blind. Pearson correlations of demographics (age \(p<0.00\), education \(p<0.96\), and gender \(p<0.51\)) with antisaccade errors determined age to be the only confounding variable. Correlations with pro-saccade errors did not suggest any significant confounders. Therefore, none of these three variables were included in the pro-saccade statistical models.

3.2 Behavioral results during eye tracking

Analysis of errors including age as a covariate yielded a significant group x stimulus interaction \(F [84, 167] = 4.81, p< 0.01\). There was also a
main effect of group, indicated by significant differences in error rates between the two groups (t = 2.63, p<0.01) across all stimuli. A main effect of stimulus was also observed, shown by anti-saccade differences collapsing across both groups for cocaine > neutral cues (t = 2.47, p<0.01) and cocaine > shape cues (t = 2.86, p<0.00) (Figure 2.2). Overall, cocaine-dependent subjects made more errors during anti-saccade trials across all stimuli. Pro-saccade trials did not reveal any main effect of group (F [84, 167] = 1.54, p< 0.22), stimulus (F [84, 167] = 0.09, p< 0.91), or interaction of group x stimulus (F [84, 167] = 0.41, p< 0.66). Error rates for both groups and all stimuli types are shown in Table 2.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2.2 Error Rates: All results are % ± SEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anti-saccade Trials</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine Cue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Subject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Pro-saccade Trials**                        |
|                                               |
| Cocaine Cue | Neutral Cue | Shape Cue |
| Cocaine Subject | 3.26 ± 1.09 | 3.08 ± 1.30 | 3.89 ± 1.38 |
| Control Subject | 5.69 ± 1.34 | 5.79 ± 1.61 | 5.49 ± 1.25 |

Post hoc testing of specific interactions during anti-saccade trials indicated a significant difference of between groups (p<0.03) on trials with cocaine stimuli, but this difference was observed between groups (p<0.48) on trials with neutral stimuli. In addition, significant differences were observed within the cocaine group, between cocaine and neutral stimuli (p<0.00),
where significantly more errors were made on the cocaine stimulus vs. neutral or shape stimulus trials. Within the control group, no differences were observed between cocaine and neutral (p<0.58) or cocaine and shape stimuli (p<0.21). These raw p values were FDR corrected and all of the significant least-square mean tests remained significant after correction. All post-hoc results shown in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.2: Anti-saccade error rate results of linear mixed-effects analysis
Figure 2.3: Pro-saccade error rate results of linear mixed-effects analysis
3.3 Heat Map Results

Figure 2.4 shows the data points across all subjects during anti-saccade cocaine trials from each respective group (cocaine & control), plotted in juxtaposition. During these trials, the subjects were instructed to look away from the stimulus (cocaine cue). The XY points found on the ipsilateral side are errors (i.e. points found on the left side during a left stimulus are error points). A greater density and an overall more erratic profile of XY points are found on the incorrect (or error) side of the screen for cocaine-dependent subjects vs. controls, which provides a visual reiteration of the results shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.4: Heat maps for anti-saccade cocaine trials. Errors highlighted in boxes.
3.4 Questionnaires

Pair-wise correlations of total anti-saccade errors across all stimuli with total PSS score by group (p<0.62) as well as anti-saccade cocaine stimuli against the PSS total score by group (p<0.29) did not reveal any statistically significant results. Likewise, correlations between OCCS and difference score (neutral and shape errors - cocaine errors) (p<0.06) and VAS-CC with difference score (p<0.47) also failed to provide any substantial correlations with the error rates. Correlations between pro-saccade error rates across all stimuli with total PSS score by group (p<0.93) as well as pro-saccade cocaine stimuli against the PSS total score by group (p<0.96) did not reveal any significant results. Likewise, correlations between OCCS and difference score (p<0.85) and VAS-CC with difference score (p<0.14) also failed to provide any substantial correlations with the error rates.

4. Discussion

Prior experimentation has examined eye movements in cocaine dependent subjects (Demer et al., 1989). Studies that have investigated saccades within this population were limited to visual scanning paradigms (Rosse et al., 1997, Rosse et al., 1993). These studies reported that cocaine craving scores were inversely correlated with the number of preattentive fixations and saccades as well as positively correlated with the number of attentive fixations toward pictures of cocaine cues. Therefore, in order to advance the understanding of attention and eye movements in this substance
abuse population, this present study aimed to pinpoint quantitative measures of saccadic eye movements in cocaine-dependent individuals using an eye-tracking attentional bias task. This study evaluated both anti-saccades and pro-saccades during a cocaine picture attentional bias task, in which the primary dependent measure was the number of anti-saccade errors.

When healthy participants are instructed to compete an anti-saccade task, evidence shows that typically participants are more prone to errors during anti-saccade trials in comparison to pro-saccade trials (Everling and Fischer, 1998). This suggests that anti-saccade trials require an initial inhibition of reflexive orienting, which is then followed by a generation of a voluntary saccade to the opposite hemifield (Unsworth et al, 2011). Many studies have shown that individuals who engage in longstanding abuse of cocaine develop deficits in inhibitory control (Lane et al., 2007; Fillmore et al., 2013), therefore anti-saccade errors would be expected in this population. In following with the main hypotheses of the study, cocaine-dependent subjects made more overall anti-saccade errors indicating a deficit in inhibitory control, as well as more errors, specifically on trials with cocaine stimuli compared to neutral stimuli, indicating a strong attentional bias toward drug cues. The results support these hypotheses in that the cocaine-dependent group made more anti-saccade errors across all stimuli (cocaine, neutral, and shape), compared to control subjects. This provides evidence that cocaine-dependence subjects have poor inhibitory control over saccades and
sustained prefrontal cortex dysfunction, to the extent that these phenomena are sensitive to anti-saccade performance.

Cue-specific results showed a main effect of group (cocaine > control, 35% vs. 19% anti-saccade errors, p<0.00), such that cocaine-dependent subjects made significantly more errors during cocaine cues than controls. This operationally defined demonstration of attentional bias toward cocaine cues is consistent with findings in cocaine users on the picture and word emotional Stroop task (Hester et al, 2006). Importantly, results indicated a group x stimulus interaction, such that significantly greater errors towards cocaine-related vs. neutral stimuli (41% vs. 20% anti-saccade errors, p<0.01) were shown in cocaine-dependent subjects only; no difference were observed between cocaine and neutral stimuli in the control group. This differential outcome between groups on cocaine vs. neutral stimuli provides evidence of specificity of the attentional bias phenomena within this novel eye-tracking task; anti-saccade errors are greatest when cocaine users are viewing cocaine cues.

Pro-saccade error rates between groups were non-significant and very low across all stimuli (6% cocaine subjects vs. 3% control subjects). Error rate performance from the cocaine-dependent group was slightly better than controls, as shown in Table 2.2. Pro-saccade error rates were not of main interest to our hypothesis, but the uniformly low error rates argue against a non-specific global CNS dysfunction in the cocaine-dependent group, and provide evidence that anti-saccade error rates were not due to differences in
motivation or attention to the task, or disruptions of simple sensory function. This outcomes helps to validate the sensitivity of the anti-saccade task, in which the cocaine-dependent group performed significantly worse than controls, especially in the presence of cocaine cues. There is not any suggestion of gross CNS oculomotor dysfunction based on pro-saccade error rates (Munoz and Everling, 2004). While we do not have corroborative fMRI data the poor anti-saccade error rates suggest portions of the saccadic circuitry may be disrupted in cocaine dependence. Other studies have shown then when FEF is lesioned, the suppression of the reflexive pro-saccade remains intact, however, the ability to generate anti-saccades is impaired (Gaymard et al., 1998; Davidson et al., 1999). Furthermore, imaging results in healthy elderly subjects more prone to a decline in executive function indicate after cognitive decline, the aged FEF activity was associated with poor anti-saccade performance (Pa et al., 2014).

Correlations between the each of the questionnaires PSS, OCCS, VAS-CC and anti-saccade error rates respectively did not yield any statistically reliable results, although we did observe a trend on the OCCS. Cocaine has been shown to dysregulate the stress system and affect executive function when high levels of stress are evident (Fox et al, 2009). Therefore, we initially expected that higher PSS scores would be correlated with anti-saccade errors in the cocaine group. However, the results did not support this hypothesis. Poor anti-saccade performance has been reported for cocaine-dependent subjects who endorsed compulsive foraging for drugs.
compared to cocaine users who did not endorse this behavior (Rosse et al., 1994). However, no anti-saccade differences were found between the entire group of cocaine dependent patients and controls alone. The current study did not make this subgroup distinction within the cocaine population, which may explain the weak correlation between error rates and OCCS score. Finally, the VAS-CC, which measured subjective craving, was not meaningfully correlated with anti-saccade error rates. Previous visual scanning studies have reported that heavy cocaine users displayed a 90s visual path pattern very similar to the entire cocaine-related picture they scanned (as opposed to a small portion) probably likely due to the associated reports of higher craving and greater interest in the cocaine image (Rosse et al., 1993). The lack of association of craving following testing and anti-saccade errors in this study may not be due a lack of stimulus effect on craving, rather the short period of stimulus presentation; the on-screen stimulus time of 800ms may not be sufficient to observe this phenomenon, rather inhibitory control deficits may have taken dominance during anti-saccade trials. The lack of association with more temporally distinct craving reports remains undetermined.

Collectively, the results support the primary hypotheses, and confirm that an eye-tracking based measure of attentional bias is a quick, noninvasive, and valid assessment of prefrontal deficits and attentional-bias to cocaine cues. It has sensitivity and specificity, and may prove useful in efforts toward relapse prevention. The predictive utility of attentional bias
toward drug-related cues has been documented in cocaine-dependent individuals (Carpenter et al., 2006) as well as in alcohol abusing subjects (Cox et al., 2007), smokers (Waters et al., 2003), and heroin users (Marissen et al., 2006). The consistency of this phenomenon is evident in predicting relapse in binge eating patients (Overduin et al., 1995), and symptom severity in individuals suffering from traumatic experiences, such as PTSD (Elsesser et al., 2005). By implementing this novel attentional bias eye-tracking task prior to any treatment efforts, researchers may be able to extract information regarding physiological and behavioral susceptibility to relapse, which may help tailor more specific treatment interventions. This information could, for example, be used to screen novel medications targeted at reducing the effect of cue-reactivity in salient situations, thereby reducing the likelihood of relapse, or serve as a predictive marker of successful abstinence or susceptibility to relapse following rigorous treatment efforts.

4.1 Limitations and Future Directions

One limitation of this study was heterogeneity in the subject population, such that when controlled, these factors would aid in the prediction of relapse even more precisely. Individuals were both treatment seeking and non-treatment seeking and ages varied with significant differences. We also did not account for any gender specific differences. We also do not know how the length of time of each subjects’ cocaine use, both longitudinally and
acutely, relates to each of the outcomes. Furthermore, other measures of validation that are important in substance abuse research were not taken into account, such that we don’t know if higher craving causing longer reaction times or if more frequent use attributes to higher error rates. We have, however, established that this task is sensitive and reliable, but due to these limitations, we do not know how well this tool predicts relapse at this point. Moving forward, we would like to extend this study to different subject populations and including more trials to further understand the predictive utility of this task and establish how versatile this tool can be across different disease populations. In addition, we would move forward with a study that implements an acute drug intervention or one that follows subjects throughout treatment and afterwards to validate relapse. These suggestions were beyond the scope of this project, but are necessary next steps in validating this tool as a predictive measure of relapse in addiction.
CHAPTER 3: SACCADIC REACTION TIME LATENCIES SHOW DEFICITS IN EXECUTIVE FUNCTION IN COCAINE-DEPENDENT SUBJECTS
1. Introduction

Drug abuse is disorder marked by chronic relapse and craving even after treatment efforts and prolonged periods of abstinence (Gawin and Kieber, 1986). Relapse is often triggered through environmental stimuli that was formerly associated with the self-administered drug of choice. These stimuli have a large influence on drug-seeking behavior, but evoking memories of emotions during drug administration, which induces craving for the drug and precipitates into reuse of the drug (Childress et al., 1999). Drug-evoked increases in dopamine, a key neurotransmitter involved with reward, is involved with the reinforcing effects of cue-elicited craving cocaine dependent individuals (Volkow et al, 2006). Experiments involving cocaine depending subjects have shown a strong physical reaction when presented with cocaine related cues (Childress et al., 1994, 1999; London et al., 2000), however, studies investigating attentional processing in cocaine addiction as a predictor of relapse have been limited (Franken et al., 2000). Studies, which have used the drug Stroop task, demonstrate that cocaine-dependent individuals exhibit attention bias toward cocaine related cues (Copersino et al. 2004; Hester et al 2006; Cox et al, 2006). Neuroimaging studies also report an association with drug-cue responses and craving in cocaine dependent individuals (Garavan et al, 2000; Hester et al, 2006; Hester and Garavan, 2004). The psychological symptoms of craving driven by these cocaine-related cues, such as people and places associated with the drug use, are strong factors in the relapse of cocaine addiction (O’Brien et al, 1998).
A sensitive method of measuring cognitive processes is through saccadic eye movements. Saccades are rapid eye movements that move from one fixation point to another. When presented with a stimulus, the most common response is to shift the gaze toward a salient cue, which is defined as a pro-saccade. With further instruction, however, direction can be given to look in the opposite direction of a stimulus, which is known as an anti-saccade (Everling and Fischer, 1998). In order to accurately execute an anti-saccade, two innate processes must be intact and functional. First, the individual must suppress a reflexive response to attend to the stimulus (pro-saccade), and second make a voluntary visually guided saccade to the opposite hemifield of the stimulus (anti-saccade) (Munoz and Everling, 2004). This two processes process, primarily mediated by the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and frontal eye fields (FEF), are vital for producing correct anti-saccades. The DLPFC is vital for inhibitory control, and FEF for voluntary movement (Guitton et al 1985, Gaymard et al 1998). Cocaine related stimuli have been shown to impair inhibitory control, a frontally controlled action, in cocaine dependent individuals (Pike et al, 2013). Therefore impairments to these frontal areas cause difficulty in proper execution of this task resulting in loss of attentional control and latencies in anti-saccade reaction times. In addition, pro-saccade reaction times, a strong measure of reflexive control, would provide insight into the saliency of cocaine cues and the bias experienced by the cocaine dependent subject.

Attentional control is vital for successful competition of the anti-saccade task (Hallet, 1978). A lapse in this attention most likely will lead to longer reaction times or an error. Typically reaction times are slower during anti-saccade trials (anti-
saccade cost) vs. pro-saccade due to the two-step process of initially inhibiting a pro-saccade then generating a voluntary saccade away from the target (Godijn and Kramer, 2007). Patient populations with attention control deficits, such as a lesion to the frontal eye field, have slower correct anti-saccade response times compared to controls (Gaymard et al, 1998). Schizophrenic patients also display this saccadic profile of longer anti-saccade reaction times compared to controls (McDowell and Clementz, 2001). Cocaine-dependent subjects display similar cortical deficits, such as compromised attention and voluntary control, and therefore are expected to also have slower anti-saccade response times compared to controls.

Historically, reaction time analyses have not examined the whole reaction time distribution, meaning that the central tendency is the point of focus and data components outside of the main Gaussian distribution are disregarded. This method, although widely used, may obscure unique findings and lead to a misinterpretation of similarity for two distributions that are actually very different (Whelan, 2008). Reaction time distributions, unlike Gaussian distributions, characteristically begin by rising on the left then decaying into a long positive tail on the right. This distribution can be described by an ex-Gaussian, which is a mixture of a Gaussian distribution and an exponential (Balota and Spieler, 1999). The ex-Gaussian distribution has three primary parameters: mu, sigma, and tau (Figure 3.1). Mu is the mean of the normal distribution, sigma represents the variation on the normal distribution, and tau describes the mean and variation of the exponential component in the distribution (Whelan, 2008; Vaurio et al., 2009; Hervey et al., 2006). Within the reaction time analysis of eye-movement patterns, mu and sigma
represent a distribution of faster responses (evaluation of pro-saccades), and tau provides more precise characterization for slower reaction times (anti-saccade performance).

Figure 3.1: Ex-Gaussian distribution. (Adapted from Whelan, 2008).

In ADHD populations, the increased variability and longer latency has been shown in the tau component of the ex-Gaussian distribution, which has been hypothesized to be due to occasional lapses in attention or mind-wandering during the task (Leth-Steensen et al., 2000). During cocaine Stroop task, cocaine-dependent subjects showed greater tau on trials with cocaine-related words compared to controls (Liu et al, 2011) A similar profile of anti-saccade performance
is expected for cocaine dependent individuals during this eye-tracking attentional bias task due to the drug cue-related attentional distractions. On the other hand, craving and saliency evoked by cocaine cues may promote quicker reflexive attention toward the drug stimuli, indexed by faster pro-saccade reaction times in cocaine-dependent individuals.

This study examined reaction times during presentation of cocaine and neutral stimuli during pro-saccade and anti-saccade trials. The analysis focused on validating the following specific aims: To evaluate reaction time distributions during presentation of cocaine and neutral stimuli to cocaine dependent subjects vs. controls. The following hypotheses were tested: (1) Reaction time distributions during pro-saccade trials will be significantly faster on drug vs. neutral cues in cocaine dependent subjects relative to controls. (2) Reaction time distributions during anti-saccade trials will show longer RT latencies during cocaine cues for cocaine dependent subjects relative to controls.
2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Subjects

Subject details are identical those listed in the materials and methods of Chapter 2.

2.2 Eye-Tracking Cocaine Attentional Bias Task

Details of the eye-tracking task are identical to those listed in the materials and methods of Chapter 2.

Dependent Measures

This eye-tracking task captured two important indices: (1) pro- and anti-saccade errors (the latter defined as failure to inhibit a reflexive saccade towards the image), and (2) saccadic response times. Response time (RT) was defined as the time required to leave the 0.4x0.6 area of the screen, which was defined as the center surrounding the fixation cross, and then break the stimulus box on the left or right side of the screen. Subjects rarely fixated after making an anti-saccade error. Since the subjects would either continue to move their eyes or try to correct the error by averting gaze to the opposite side of the screen, RTs for error trials were not captured. The results of the error rates were reported in chapter 2, and therefore only response times will be reported in this chapter.

Additionally, prior to beginning the attentional bias task, all subjects were given three questionnaires to assess obsessive-compulsive behavior related to drug use, stress, and cocaine craving. The Obsessive-Compulsive Cocaine Scale
(OCCS) [Jardin, 2011; Vorspan, 2012] is a 14-item scale developed based on the Obsessive-Compulsive Drinking Scale, which focuses on separation and measurement of both obsessive and compulsive aspects of cocaine use. The present analyses focused on the obsessive factor score, as it has shown better predictive power related to cocaine use severity [Vorspan, 2012]. The Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) [Cohen, 1983; Cohen 1988] is 10-item scale widely used in health studies, developed to measure the degree to which individuals appraise their life as stressful. The scale has a 5-point Likert-type response format. The Visual Analogue Scale - Cocaine Craving (VAS-CC) is a brief 3-item instrument in which subjects mark a point on a 100 mm line to indicate NOT AT ALL or VERY MUCH to three cocaine-related questions: Right now, how much are you craving cocaine?, Over the last week on average how much have you been craving cocaine?, Over the last week how much did you crave cocaine when your craving was at its worst? [Sayette 2000]. The OCCS and VAS-CC was given to cocaine-using subjects only. All subjects completed the PSS.

2.3 Statistical Analyses

Initially, all impossible reaction times (<=100ms) and missing values were removed from the dataset. Kernel density plots for each of the 6 conditions, anti-saccade cocaine, anti-saccade neutral, anti-saccade shape, pro-saccade cocaine, pro-saccade neutral, pro-saccade shape, were created in order make comparisons of reaction time distributions between the two groups, shown as Figures 3.2-3.7 respectively. Since RT distributions are often not Gaussian (Whelan, 2008),
especially for anti-saccades, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test) was implemented, as it is non-parametric and makes no distributional assumptions. Group distributions were compared to evaluate reliable differences in RTs between the groups (Table 3.1). Significance values from the resulting K-S tests were then controlled for multiple comparisons through the use of Holm corrections on the raw p values.
Figure 3.2: Anti-saccade cocaine RT distribution; KS test: p<0.00*
Figure 3.3: Anti-saccade neutral RT distribution
Figure 3.4: Anti-saccade shape RT distribution
Figure 3.5: Pro-saccade cocaine RT distribution; KS test: $p<0.00^*$
Figure 3.6: Pro-saccade neutral RT distribution
Figure 3.7: Pro-saccade shape RT distribution
As previously noted, RT distributions are frequently skewed and recent approaches have used ex-Gaussian analyses to examine both normal and non-normal tails of the distributions (Whelan, 2008; Hervey et al., 2006; Leth-Steensen et al., 2000). All three parameters of the ex-Gaussian model were evaluated, such that values for mu, sigma, and theta were generated for each of the 6 conditions as previously listed (Leth-Steensen et al. 1999). Mu is defined as the mean of the Gaussian, sigma, the standard deviation of the Gaussian, and tau, the mean and standard deviation of the exponential component (Unsworth et al, 2011).

The analysis evaluated the following hypotheses: (1) Reaction times (mu) during pro-saccade trials will be significantly faster on drug vs. neutral cues in cocaine dependent subjects relative to controls. (2) Reaction times (tau) during anti-saccade trials will show longer RT latencies during cocaine cues for cocaine dependent subjects relative to controls.

A mixed model using the R ‘anova’ command examined the effects of each parameter (mu, sigma, and tau) on group (cocaine-dependent, control), stimulus type (cocaine, neutral, shape), and the group x stimulus interaction (conducted simultaneously for pro-saccade and anti-saccade reaction times since both saccadic measures were of interest to our hypotheses). Demographic comparisons, shown in Table 2.1, indicated that the two groups were different on age, education, and gender. Therefore, these three variables were tested against ex-Gaussian reaction time values mu, sigma, & tau as potential confounders, which is defined as the difference between groups and a correlation of the confounder with the dependent variable (reaction times) (Pocock et al., 2002). Pearson correlations
indicated age was significantly correlated with mu, sigma, and tau ex-Gaussian reaction times, while gender and education were not. Therefore, age remained the sole confounder in this dataset and was included as a covariate in the ANOVA models. However, age was not a significant independent predictor in any results (mu, sigma, or tau). Post hoc comparisons used a two-sample t-test to evaluate the difference between groups on any significant main effects or interactions. The ANOVA models with post hoc testing were repeated for all three parameters of mu, sigma, and tau. Violations of normality of residuals and heterogeneity of variance between the groups were identified via Shapiro-Wilk test, q-q norm plots, and Bartlett’s test of homogeneity of variances. No violations were observed for this dataset.

3. Results

3.1 Demographics

Shown in Table 2.1, cocaine-dependent subjects were older than controls (46.3 ± 8.4 vs. 40.0 ± 11.3 years, t (85) = 2.95, p < .01), differed in gender distribution compared with controls (85% male cocaine-dependent vs. 51% male controls, $\chi^2$ (1) = 11.41, p < 0.00), and had a lower educational level (12.1 ± 1.8 years for cocaine-dependent vs. 14.2 ± 2.3 years for controls, t (77) = 4.47, p < 0.00). All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and none were color-blind. Pearson correlations of demographics (age p<0.03, education p<0.58, and gender p<0.80) with anti-saccade ex-Gaussian reaction time parameters determined age to be the only confounding variable. Likewise, correlations
completed with pro-saccade errors (age p<0.00, education p<0.08, and gender p<0.48) suggested age as a significant confounder as well. Therefore, age was included as a covariate in this reaction time analyses for both anti-saccade and pro-saccade trails.

The cocaine group was older than the control group, t (85) = 2.95, p < .01. This age difference is pervasive in studies of inner-city cocaine users, which are generally between 40 and 55 years old (Moeller et al., 2010; Haile et al., 2012, Kampman et al., 2013). Healthy control subjects in this age range without pathology are usually employed and unable or unwilling to participate in research studies conducted during working hours.

3.2 Behavioral results during eye tracking

Group differences based on the K-S test were as follows for each stimulus condition: anti-saccade cocaine (p<0.00), anti-saccade neutral (p<0.47), anti-saccade shape (p<0.39), pro-saccade cocaine (p<0.00), pro-saccade neutral (p<0.21), and pro-saccade shape (p<0.51), Figures 3.2-3.7. Consistent with the experimental hypotheses, significant differences between the distributions for both anti-saccade and pro-saccade were only seen during presentation of cocaine cues (Table 3.1). Corrections for multiple comparisons preserved significance from the original results. Reaction times rates specifying peak RTs between groups and stimuli are shown in Table 3.2.
### Table 3.1
Distributional differences as report by Komolgorov Smirnov test: p<0.05*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>K-S test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anti-saccade</td>
<td>Cocaine</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-saccade</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-saccade</td>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-saccade</td>
<td>Cocaine</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-saccade</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-saccade</td>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3.2
Peak Reaction Times of Mu

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cocaine</td>
<td>Control Group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-saccade</td>
<td>452.24 ms</td>
<td>475.46 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-saccade</td>
<td>467.52 ms</td>
<td>482.28 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-saccade</td>
<td>475.36 ms</td>
<td>485.42 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-saccade</td>
<td>347.54 ms</td>
<td>388.36 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-saccade</td>
<td>383.19 ms</td>
<td>388.08 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-saccade</td>
<td>399.81 ms</td>
<td>402.88 ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Independent mixed model ANOVA’s were conducted for each of the three ex-Gaussian reaction time parameters. Mean and variances for mu, sigma, and tau are listed in Table 3.3.

The ANOVA for mu yielded a main effect of stimulus (F = 100.54, p<0.00). Post hoc t-tests of mu reaction times between groups yielded non-significant differences on anti-saccade cocaine trials (p<0.17) and a statistically reliable difference on pro-saccade cocaine trials (p<0.00).
The ANOVA for sigma yielded a significant group x stimulus interaction (F = 5.62, p<0.00). Post hoc t-tests of sigma reaction times yielded a significant difference between groups on anti-saccade cocaine trials (p<0.00) and failed to show any reaction time group differences on pro-saccade cocaine trials (p<0.08). In general, there was greater variability on anti-saccade trials in the cocaine group.

The tau ANOVA yielded a main effect of group (F = 13.5, p<0.00), stimulus (F = 35.7, p< 0.00), and group x stimulus interaction (F=13.6 p<0.00). Post hoc t-tests of tau reaction times yielded a significant difference on anti-saccade cocaine trials (p<0.00) between groups and failed to show any reaction time differences on pro-saccade cocaine trials (p<0.94).

All post hoc tests were corrected for multiple comparisons through the use of Holm corrections on the raw p values. In general, as clearly shown in Figures 3.2, there were a greater number of longer RTs across the normal distribution for cocaine users on anti-saccade trials.
4. Discussion

Attentional bias toward drug-related cues has been previously reported for cocaine-dependent individuals (Bauer and Cox, 1998; Ehrman et al., 2002; Franken et al., 2003; Rosse et al., 1997, Liu et al., 2011). This population typically has many frontal cortical deficits due to drug use and attentional processes and inhibitory control are often compromised (Cocores et al, 1987; Daigre et al, 2013; Fillmore et al, 2002). When presented with drug related cues, this compromised attentional system may serves as a trigger for drug seeking, and lead to relapse. Saccadic eye movements are well-documented measures of attention (Posner and DiGirolamo, 1989). Studies that have investigated saccades within cocaine dependent individuals, however, are limited to visual scanning paradigms (Rosse et al., 1997, Rosse et al., 1993). Therefore, in order to advance the understanding of attention and eye movements in this substance abuse population, this study aimed to pinpoint quantitative measures of saccadic eye movements in cocaine-dependent individuals using an eye-tracking attentional bias task. We evaluated both anti-saccades and pro-saccades during a cocaine picture attentional bias task, in which one primary dependent measure was the reaction times on correct trials.

Longer RTs have been reported in other disease populations that have attentional deficits, such as autism (Nicolaas van der Geest et al., 2001), ADHD (Vaurio et al, 2009), and schizophrenia (Sereno and Holzman, 1995). It is the state of attention (engaged or disengaged) that may influence the trajectory of the saccade and thereafter the resulting saccadic reaction time towards a stimulus (Fischer and Weber, 1993). Therefore, an attentional system that is impaired, as in
cocaine dependence, may have notable modulations in RT in the face of salient stimuli.

Reaction times are an efficient method of studying sensorimotor transformation, such that during a saccadic task humans produce a skewed normal distribution, most similar to an ex-Gaussian distribution (Carpenter and Williams, 1995; Whelan, 2008). Further investigations into the three components that comprise the ex-Gaussian distribution (mu, sigma, and tau) allow a comprehensive method of reaction time analysis.

Anti-saccade and pro-saccade reaction time distributions were compared between groups and across all stimuli (cocaine, neutral, and shape). When cocaine-dependent subjects were presented with drug-related cues, their peak mu pro-saccade RTs were significantly faster compared to controls (347.54ms cocaine vs. 388.36ms; K-S test: p<0.00) (Table 3.2). Importantly, no differences in pro-saccade distributions between the groups were seen during presentation of neutral or shape cues, highlighting the specificity of the task toward cocaine cues. These faster reaction times are indicative of the salience of the cocaine cue to cocaine-dependent individuals. When individuals from this population are presented with a familiar cue, representative of their drug use, they attend toward it faster than an image with no incentive salience (Flagel et al, 2009). Attentional bias toward salient cues has been shown to be predictive of relapse in cocaine dependent populations (Franken et al., 2000). Therefore, these faster pro-saccades toward cocaine cues may be indicative of relapse in cocaine dependent subjects. When cocaine-dependent subjects were presented with cocaine-related cues, their anti-saccade
RTs were significantly slower compared to controls in the tau (right tail) component of the ex-Gaussian distribution. No differences in anti-saccade distributions between the groups were seen during presentation of neutral or shape cues, again highlighting task specificity. This longer latency in the presence of cocaine related cues is indicative of disrupted attention in the presence of the drug cue and possible inhibitory control impairments, such that it takes longer to look away from distracting salient stimuli in the periphery. Furthermore, this latency may indicate occasional lapses in attention similarly seen in patients with ADHD (Hervey et al., 2006; Leth-Steensens et al., 2000). These patients also exhibit variable and longer RTs in the tau component of the distribution. The observed differences may serve as an indicator of overall relapse risk potential in this population.

Collectively, the results support the three primary RT hypotheses, and confirm that an eye-tracking based measure of attentional bias is a quick, noninvasive, and sensitive assessment of prefrontal deficits and attentional-bias specific to cocaine cues. It may be implemented in efforts toward relapse prevention. The information gathered from this task can be compiled into a comprehensive profile, including the error rate analysis from Chapter 2, which then can be used to screen individuals on their potential to relapse in order to develop more effective plans of treatment for cocaine addiction.

4.1 Limitations and Future Directions

Details of limitations and future projects are identical to those listed in Chapter 2.
CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Relapse is a highly prevalent aspect of drug addiction, even after periods of prolonged abstinence, and a major barrier to successful treatment. Cocaine use impairs many areas of the reward circuit and frontal regions pivotal in attentional processing, craving, and inhibitory control, such as the mPFC and DLPFC (Garavan et al, 2000). Drug-seeking behavior is elicited by environment stimuli associated with the drug, or cue-reactivity, and it is repeated exposure to these cues that evoke craving and a drive to relapse (Koob & Volkow, 2009). Attentional bias, a form of cue-reactivity, toward cocaine-related stimuli may be predictive of relapse in cocaine dependent individuals (Marhe et al, 2012; Carpenter et al, 2006), but presently, there are few effective tools for predicting treatment outcomes and assessing risk for relapse in individuals who are addicted to cocaine.

Saccade eye movements are sensitive measures of attention and inhibitory control and involve intact functioning of circuits in the frontal and subcortical regions for successful execution. Due in part to frontal deficits in cocaine dependent subjects, saccadic eye movements are an excellent test to pinpoint the level of impairment in this population. Anti-saccade errors, in particular, are well documented in other diseases such as Schizophrenia and Huntington’s as an indicator of inhibitory control deficits and have even been suggested as characteristic of an endophenotype (Nilsson et al., 2013, Pierrot-Deseilligny et al., 1991). Subjects with frontal deficits in the DLPFC have significant difficulty executing correct anti-saccade trials. Due to similar areas of dysfunction reported in cocaine users, poor anti-saccade performance and longer reaction times toward cocaine-related cues by cocaine-dependent subjects would be expected. The
results suggest that measuring performance on a cocaine-cue anti-saccade task (error rates and reaction times) may provide insights into physiological deficits and drug cue-saliency in cocaine addicted populations.

Cocaine dependent subjects and controls completed the attentional bias eye-tracking paradigm, and error rates during anti-saccade trials were evaluated. Cue-specific results showed a main effect of group (cocaine > control, 35% vs. 19% anti-saccade errors, p<0.00), such that cocaine-dependent subjects made significantly more errors on trials with cocaine cues than controls. This differentiated outcome between groups only in the presence of cocaine stimuli provides evidence of specificity of the attentional bias phenomena within this novel eye-tracking task. In addition, cocaine dependent subjects made more errors across all stimuli compared to controls. This is indicative of the inhibitory control deficits in the cocaine using population, and provides evidence of sensitivity of the present saccade test to capture these deficits.

Reaction times during both pro-saccade and anti-saccade correct trials were analyzed. Attentional control is often compromised if frontal circuitry is not intact, as is the case with many cocaine-using individuals (Bush, 2000). A lapse in attention during anti-saccade trials will most likely result in slower reaction times. Reaction times are well described by an ex-Gaussian distribution, which is a mixture of a Gaussian and exponential component (Balota and Spieler, 1999) composed of three components: mu, sigma, and tau. This technique evaluates the entire ex-Gaussian distribution, as opposed to the common evaluation of the overall mean and variance, in order to better describe important differences in RT distributions.
This analysis utilized only correct pro-saccade and anti-saccade trials. We observed significant distributional differences (KS tests \( p<0.00 \)) between groups on cocaine cue trials for both anti-saccade and pro-saccade trials. For pro-saccade trials, cocaine-dependent subjects were significantly faster at responding to cocaine cues than controls. This is indicative of the cue-saliency toward cocaine cues. No differences between the groups were found during neutral cues. During anti-saccade trials, there was a marked difference between the groups in the tau tail portion of the distribution during cocaine-cues. Again, no differences between the groups were found during neutral cues. This difference in the tails of the distributions (tau), only shown in the cocaine-dependent group during cocaine cued trials, suggests that cocaine cues act as a distractor, which in addition to the voluntary control deficits in this population, result in slower saccadic reaction times on anti-saccade trials.

This dissertation aimed to develop a novel eye-tracking task using saccadic eye movements as a measure attentional bias and inhibitory control deficits in cocaine-dependent subjects, with an eye tracking tool to help predict relapse. The results suggest that error rates and reaction times are sensitive measures of attentional bias toward cocaine cues in this population. In addition, inhibitory control deficits, which have long been established as an adverse effect of chronic cocaine use, are pronounced when performing this task. Moving forward, we aim to establish individual subject profiles of these indices that, when evaluated in sum, can serve as a marker of relapse potential.
Future projects can assess the effects of pharmacotherapy to further extend the utility of this eye-tracking task. Cue-salience is an integral part of attentional bias, and additional physiological measures of cue reactivity such as heart rate and pupil diameter may be incorporated (Rohsenow et al., 1991; Robbins et al., 1999). Incorporating these variables will provide a more precise measurement and association of performance with craving and relapse potential. An acute pharmacological challenge with drugs known to modify saccades and/or cocaine abuse (levodopa/carbidopa) could also be examined. For example, levodopa has been shown to reduce anti-saccade error rates and slow pro-saccade reaction times in patients with Parkinson’s disease (Hood et al., 2006), and haloperidol, a dopamine D2 antagonist, has been shown to increase antisaccade errors in cognitively nonimpaired schizophrenic patients (Babin et al., 2011). By implementing this novel task prior to medication and then directly after in cocaine-dependent subjects, acute differences in performance and potential improvement could be observed. In addition, implementation of this task with other substances of abuse, such as marijuana, would also enhance the validity and utility of this task as a predictive measure of relapse.
APPENDIX

Questionnaires:

1. Eye-tracking Consent
2. Obsessive-Compulsive Cocaine Scale (OCCS)
3. Perceived Stress Scale (PSS)
4. Visual Analogue Scale - Cocaine Craving (VAS-CC)
Addendum to Informed Consent

General Evaluation of Eligibility for Substance Abuse/Dependence Research

HSC-MS-05-0322

Eye Tracking Task

INVITATION TO TAKE PART

You have the option to participate in a non-invasive eye-tracking task. This is part of the screening for “General Evaluation of Eligibility for Substance Abuse/Dependence Research” conducted by Dr. F. Moeller and research staff with the Substance Abuse Research Center. This is information is collected to learn if you are eligible to take part in studies that are taking place in the University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston Substance Abuse Research Center. You can choose to take part in this eye tracking task or stop taking part at any time. A decision not to take part or stop taking part, at any time will not change the services available to you from the University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston or the Substance Abuse Research Center.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this screening is to learn if you qualify for a study that either provides treatment for substance abuse or helps provide information about substance abuse that potentially can lead to new treatments. You have been asked to participate in this evaluation either because you have used substances of abuse or you can serve as a comparison to people who use substances of abuse.

PROCEDURES

If you agree to take part in this eye tracking task you will be asked to look at a computer screen and making an eye movement toward (look at) or make an eye movement away (look away from) a picture shown on the screen. You will also be asked to fill out some questionnaires about stress and (if you are currently using drugs) about your drug use.

TIME COMMITMENT

Taking part in this additional task is voluntary. The total time commitment is about 1 hour of your time.

BENEFITS

You may receive no benefit from taking part in this study. The information collected will help determine if you qualify to take part in studies that are being conducted at the UT Substance Abuse Research Center.

KNOWN RISKS AND/OR DISCOMFORTS

There are no risks associated with the tasks you are asked to complete during eye tracking. You may become fatigued from concentrating on the computer screen. There is the possible risk of breach of confidentiality.

ALTERNATIVES

You have the alternative to not take part in this additional eye tracking task.

STUDY WITHDRAWAL

IRB NUMBER: HSC-MS-05-0322
Your decision to take part is voluntary. You may decide to stop taking part at any time. A decision not to take part or stop being part of the screening process will not affect your eligibility for taking part in other research studies at this clinic.

If you withdraw from the study the information collected will not be used.

**COSTS, REIMBURSEMENT AND COMPENSATION**

There is no cost to take part in the study. You will be paid $5 for completing the task, and $20 for your time and to cover transportation costs.

If you receive a bill that you believe is related to your taking part in this screening, please contact the UT Substance Abuse Research Center research staff with any questions.

If you receive payment for taking part in this study please be informed that you will be asked to complete a copy W-9 form that will be forwarded to the accounting department as a requirement by the Internal Revenue Service. You will also be issued a 1099-Misc form from this study for tax reporting purposes.

**CONFIDENTIALITY**

You will not be personally identified in any reports or publications that may result from this screening. Any personal information about you that is gathered during this screening process will remain confidential to every extent of the law a special number (code) will be used to identify you in the study and only the investigator and research staff will know your name.

**QUESTIONS**

If you have questions at any time about this research study, please feel free to contact Dr. F. Moeller and research staff at the Substance Abuse Research Center at (713) 500-2802 as they will be glad to answer your questions. You can contact the study team to discuss problems, voice concerns, obtain information, and offer input in addition to asking questions about the research.

**SIGNATURES**

Sign below only if you understand the information given to you about the research and choose to take part. Make sure that any questions have been answered and that you understand the study. If you have any questions or concerns about your rights as a research subject, call the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects at (713) 500-7943. You may also call the Committee if you wish to discuss problems, concerns, and questions; obtain information about the research; and offer input about current or past participation in a research study. If you decide to take part in this research study, a copy of this signed consent form will be given to you.

_________________________________________________________
Printed Name of Subject

_________________________________________________________
Signature of Subject  Date

_________________________________________________________
Printed Name of Person Obtaining Informed Consent

_________________________________________________________
Signature of Person Obtaining Informed Consent  Date

**CPHS STATEMENT:** This study (HSC-05-0322) has been reviewed by the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects (CPHS) of the University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston. For any questions about research subject's rights, or to report a research-related injury, call the CPHS at (713) 500-7943.
**Obsessive Compulsive Cocaine Use Scale**

Please indicate the number that represents how you feel about each question.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0 = Never</th>
<th>1 = Almost Never</th>
<th>2 = Sometimes</th>
<th>3 = Fairly Often</th>
<th>4 = Very Often</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

1. When you’re not using cocaine, how much of your time is taken up by ideas, thoughts, urges or images about cocaine?  

2. How often do these thoughts occur?  

3. How much do these ideas, thoughts, urges or images about using cocaine get in the way of your social life or work?  
   Is there anything you don’t or can’t do because of them?  
   [If you are not currently working, how much of your work would be affected if you were still working]

   If yes, please explain _____________________________________________

4. How much upset does the ideas, thoughts, impulses, or images related to using cocaine cause you when you’re not using cocaine?  

5. How much effort do you make to stop these thoughts or try to turn your attention away from these thoughts? (Rate your effort made to lose these thoughts, not your success or failure in actually getting rid of them.).  

6. How successful are you in stopping or changing your thoughts about cocaine when you’re not using cocaine?  

7. On average, how much did you spend on cocaine in the past week?  

   _____________________________________________________________

8. In the past week, how many days did you use cocaine?  

   If yes, how much _____________________________________________

9. How much does your cocaine use cause problems with your work?  
   Is there anything that you don’t or can’t do because of your cocaine use?  
   (If you are not working now, how much would you be affected if you were working?)

   If yes, please explain __________________________________________

10. How much does your cocaine use cause problems with your social life?  
   Is there anything that you don’t or can’t do because of your cocaine use?
If yes, please explain ______________________________

11. If something or someone was stopping you from using cocaine when you wanted to get high, how anxious or upset would you become? 0 1 2 3 4

12. How much of an effort do you make to resist getting high on cocaine? (Only rate your effort to resist, not your success or failure in actually controlling the urge to use cocaine). 0 1 2 3 4

13. How strong is the drive to use cocaine? 0 1 2 3 4

14. How much control do you have over the cocaine use? 0 1 2 3 4
Perceived Stress Scale

The questions in this scale ask you about your feelings and thoughts during the last month. In each case, you will be asked to indicate by circling how often you felt or thought a certain way.

Name ___________________________________________________________ Date __________

Age ______ Gender (Circle): M F Other ________________________________________________

0 = Never 1 = Almost Never 2 = Sometimes 3 = Fairly Often 4 = Very Often

1. In the last month, how often have you been upset because of something that happened unexpectedly? ........................................ 0 1 2 3 4

2. In the last month, how often have you felt that you were unable to control the important things in your life? ........................................ 0 1 2 3 4

3. In the last month, how often have you felt nervous and "stressed"? ........ 0 1 2 3 4

4. In the last month, how often have you felt confident about your ability to handle your personal problems? ........................................ 0 1 2 3 4

5. In the last month, how often have you felt that things were going your way? ......................................................... 0 1 2 3 4

6. In the last month, how often have you found that you could not cope with all the things that you had to do? .............................. 0 1 2 3 4

7. In the last month, how often have you been able to control irritations in your life? ............................................... 0 1 2 3 4

8. In the last month, how often have you felt that you were on top of things? .. 0 1 2 3 4

9. In the last month, how often have you been angered because of things that were outside of your control? .......................... 0 1 2 3 4

10. In the last month, how often have you felt difficulties were piling up so high that you could not overcome them? ............... 0 1 2 3 4

Please feel free to use the Perceived Stress Scale for your research.
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Craving Scale (VAS-CC)

Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements by marking on the line between NOT AT ALL [0] and EXTREMELY [100]. The closer you place your mark to one end or the other indicates the strength of your answer. Please answer every question.

We are interested in how you are thinking or feeling right now.

Right now, how much are you craving cocaine?

0 -------------------------------------------------------- 100
NOT AT ALL EXTREMELY

Over the last week on average how much have you been craving cocaine?

0 -------------------------------------------------------- 100
NOT AT ALL EXTREMELY

Over the last week how much did you crave cocaine when your craving was at its worst?

0 -------------------------------------------------------- 100
NOT AT ALL EXTREMELY
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